Introduction
50 Ways to Achieve
High-Performing Schools
Abandoning Simplistic Mindsets

T

he achievement gap problem, the most complex and compelling educational dilemma facing schools in the twenty-first century, has no universal
solution; instead, there are “solutions” in combinations, because the problem is
multicausal, historical, and multidimensional. This fact is not easily understood,
because educators, legislators, foundations, think tank pundits, and policy wonks
often frame the problem as unidimensional. When problems are so framed, their
solution is similarly framed. But the fact that no single solution has shown itself
to be viable anywhere over an extended time period suggests that something is
missing. The most important piece that is missing is how the problem is conceptualized or framed.
The first important step to take in confronting the achievement gap problem
is to abandon the idea that one single thing, or even a few things in combination,
will crack this apparently baffling educational conundrum. And the very first factor to confront is that there is no single “achievement gap” but many kinds of
gaps. Using a national educational longitudinal data set, Carpenter, Ramirez, and
Severn (2006) found “not one but multiple achievement gaps, within and between
groups” (p. 120) and “gaps between races may not be the most serious of them”
(p. 123). Data from such research as this should provide convincing evidence
that there are no silver bullets, flashy new curricula, technologies, computer
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programs, textbooks, programs, administrative arrangements, or salary incentives
that will solely be able to deliver an effective response.
Instead, the way to think about the achievement gap(s) issue is to conceptualize all of the possible causes of the gap(s), group them in some intelligible manner, and systematically begin to eliminate them as causes. When this is done,
educators can begin to see that although perhaps most situations in which the
gap(s) becomes manifest contain some common elements, others are about combinations of elements whereby arrangements are contingent on context, that is, “it
all depends” on the interaction of teachers and students, actions and reactions to
teaching, curriculum and curriculum surrogates (textbooks), and various types of
assessments in use. Understanding what “it all depends” means is what this chapter is about.

THE PLAYERS AND THE CHALLENGES
Leaving aside for the moment the sociopolitical role of schools in perpetuating or
changing a given social structure (a theme to which we will return), schools as
specific kinds of human work structures define, divide, and allocate work tasks to
a variety of actors within them to fulfill their societal mission. Within a democratic society, and particularly within American society, where authority is dispersed
and diffused among at least three major governmental levels and where the
values behind schooling differ rather widely and sharply on some issues, the perspective on the achievement gap and its causes is controversial because it is contested (see Fuller & Rasiah, 2005).
Many parents of children of low-income groups see schools as inhospitable to
their children’s success. They see school staff as indifferent at best, hostile at worst
(see Sleeter, 2005). They often see their children in broken-down schools in need
of great repair and their children not having access to the latest technology or a
rich curriculum. The stark contrast whereby children of the suburbs attend bright
and modern schools with greatly expanded curricular offerings and crammed
with technology reminds them that they are not considered as important as the
“rich white folks” on the other side of the city or county line (see Monahan, 2005).
Teachers find themselves under escalating pressure to improve test scores
and to pay attention to centralized curricula. These curricula often are indifferent
to teachers’ insights and that have embedded in them reforms to which teachers
are expected to be compliant implementers (see Brooks, 2006), even when they
see the disparities in the assumptions of the tests and find the constraints working against their best efforts to lift achievement as a whole outside of the narrow
confines of the multiple-choice, lowest contract bidder award for mass-produced
assessments. Teachers who at one time found teaching intrinsically rewarding in
helping children learn and grow find an increasingly repugnant test preparation
industry embedded in accountability legislation that is limiting their professionalism and destroying their joy in continuing to be teachers (Bushnell, 2003).
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Politicians and legislators continue to bring to the equation their own set of
biases. If they are from the private sector, they generally see the achievement
gap question as one of the lack of motivation on the part of administrators
and/or teachers believing that they have no incentives for improving schooling.
Believing that the issue is simply a lack of willpower, they pass legislation that
increase rewards and punishments, that install merit pay plans based on
improved test scores, trying to get the attention of personnel within the schools
to focus on “results,” and their definition of results is primarily improved test
scores (Emery & Ohanian, 2004). Finding that schools are resistant to the
changes they sometimes propose, they then move to create “alternative
schools”: “end run” agencies designed to bypass the laggards. They subscribe to
the idea that the public schools have no incentives to improve because they are
a monopoly, a perspective advanced by the late Milton Friedman (1962).
This bias on the part of the for-profit sector believes that competition is the
lever for school improvement. They see the issue as a run for money in a fluid
marketplace where profits come to those who find a way to maximize return and
lower costs. In fact, a recent report released by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce
rated the respective states on educational reform with an index regarding “return
on investment” (see J. Archer, 2007).
Bottery (2004) commented that transforming an educational problem into one
framed by a supplier–consumer relationship built on the profit motive “is likely
to subordinate and transfer values as goodwill, sincerity, fairness, as they are primarily used as instrumental values to service a commercial relationship” (p. 70).
The transformation of these values within a for-profit mentality are oblivious to
the concept of a public agency designed for the commonweal instead of a group
of stockholders who want to make money (see Houston, 2006).
Caught in this maelstrom are school administrators. First charged with the
maintenance of the institution, their stabilizing role is often maligned,
because without stability there would be no organization to change, only one
to bury. Balancing stability and change is no easy administrative task. A huge
amount of energy is invested in making sure the school ship does not roll over
or sink. Students have to be educated even under the most trying of circumstances and even when programs may be weak and the institution itself financially strapped.
The context of schooling, especially in urban settings where students are
often most at odds with the middle-class culture and prevalent school routines, where school staff are often the least prepared to deal with the alienation
of the communities in which they work, is the ground zero of public education
(see Lucas, 1999). Poverty and social alienation, despair, anomie, violence of
all kinds, drugs, domestic abuse, and gang cultures overlay school routines
and practices. Administrators working in this environment are very hard
pressed to envision or lead the kind of internal transformation required to
close the achievement gap. And often, these school settings are the ones most
fractious politically, where school boards are representative of the larger
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community divisions and controversies, where members are the least schooled
in the art of compromise, and personal and political agendas are pushed with
strident urgency.
The clamor for “instant fixes” far exceeds the capacity of the schools to comply even when the desire is present and the complexity of the tasks somewhat
clear. Too often, the demand for such fixes takes on the most egregious forms of
micromanagement of the school administration imaginable. Added to this
volatile mix is the inevitable cult of the personality of either the superintendent
or individual board members. The cult of personality is the temptation to see the
achievement gap as an issue that is responsive to the charisma of the leadership
as opposed to the kind of internal, transformed work patterns that is the real
nexus of the problem. It is to this issue that we now turn.

THE BASIC CONCEPTUAL
STRUCTURE THAT FRAMES THE PROBLEM
The basic conceptual frame upon which all of the six standards and the 50 strategies are elaborated in this book is shown in Figure 0.1. This frame was first enumerated by English (1978) and later expanded (1987, 1988; also see English &
Larson, 1996).
Schools and school systems are an example of one kind of human work
organization. As such, schools are created not to turn a profit but to render an
important social/cultural function of reproducing the most important values
of any given society. Originally in the Western world formal schooling was
reserved for the social elites, but with the creation of mass democracies and
Figure 0.1
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expanded voting franchise to nearly everyone, the function of the schools
has been to prepare students to live and work in them. As the nature of work
has changed, social alternatives for those who were ill prepared in schools has
decreased, forcing the schools to keep students longer and to focus on
enabling them to be more economically viable in a changing marketplace (see
Labaree, 1988).
Today, the rhetoric about maintaining an international competitive edge in a
global market place dominates much of the criticism from the commercial sector,
even as it is recognized by some that the lack of a competitive “edge” is not an
educational problem but a business problem (see Cuban, 2004). We see the
achievement gap problem not fundamentally as a commercial problem with
indexes of return on investment but as a moral one, and we believe that resolving
the achievement gap issue is fundamentally about realizing the promise of public
education as a ladder to the good life for all children, even as the evidence suggests the schools have never served the poor at any time very well in U.S. history
(see Bowles & Gintis, 1976; Brantlinger, 2003; Katz, 1973; C. Marshall & Oliva,
2006; Parenti, 1978; Tyack, 1974).
Within schools, the written curriculum consists not only of curriculum guides,
curricular frameworks, and courses of study but also of a wide range of curricular
surrogates. In most schools, a plethora of documents may be in use. Collectively,
we call this group of documents the curriculum in use, but it is rarely a solitary document. Linking the curriculum in use to the extant teaching and the tests in use so
that there is a focused linkage among all three is the definition of quality control. In
this case, the measure of quality is how each of three components provides the
basis for the definition of assessment results or outcomes. There is clearly a danger here, which is if the tests in use are cheap, one dimensional, culturally biased,
and low-level indicators of the educational process, then looking good on them is
counterproductive to providing quality education. We say much more about this
later in the book, because we do not assume that a simple curriculum–test congruence is all that is necessary. We like very much John Dewey’s (1964) distinction
written over a half century ago on this matter:
If you want schools to perpetuate the present order, with at most the
elimination of waste and with such additions as enable it to do better
what it is already doing, then one type of intellectual method . . . is indicated. But if one conceives that a social order different in quality and
direction from the present is desirable and that schools should strive to
educate with social change in view by providing individuals not complacent about what already exists, and equipped with desires and abilities in transforming it, quite a different method and content is indicated.
(pp. 174–175)
With this caveat in mind, the six standards by which the 50 strategies are
grouped in this book are shown in Figure 0.2. The key linkages to the other elements of quality control shown in Figure 0.1 are also described in Figure 0.2.
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Figure 0.2

Quality Control, Six Standards, and Linkages to Close the Achievement
Gap
Quality Control in Schools and School Systems

Curriculum In Use

Teaching

Assessment(s) in Use

Standard 1: Establish a
Well-Crafted, Focused,
Valid, and Clear
Curriculum to Direct
Teaching

Standard 4: Use a Mastery
Learning Approach and
Effective Teaching
Strategies

Standard 2: Provide
Assessments Aligned
With the Curriculum

Standard 3: Align Program
and Instructional
Resources With the
Curriculum and Provide
Student Equality
and Equity

Linkage here to Standard 3
with alignment of
resources for the
classroom in the delivery
of the curriculum

Linkage here to Standard
3 because assessment is
usually the means to
judge student equality
and equity

Standard 5: Establish
Curriculum Expectations,
Monitoring, and
Accountability

Linkage here to Standard 5
because it pertains to
monitoring and
accountability

Linkage here to Standard 5
because it pertains to
accountability

Standard 6: Institute
Effective District and
School Planning, Staff
Development, and
Resource Allocation,
and Provide a Quality
Learning Environment

Linkage here to Standard 6
because it pertains to a
quality learning
environment

Linkage here to Standard
6 because it pertains to
the effectiveness of
resource allocation

ADVANTAGES OF FRAMING THE PROBLEM THIS WAY
The advantages of framing the achievement gap from this perspective are as
follows.

1. The Problem Is Clearly a Complex and
Systemic One That Defies Simplistic Antidotes
The basic problem in confronting the achievement gap concerns transforming
the way educators and support staff conceptualize the work they do. So, in the
beginning it is not about doing any one thing differently; instead, it is about
changing how we think about the problem. Because there is no one thing that
causes the achievement gap, but many things operating collectively in situated
contexts, we have to think about approaching a complex, multifaceted problem in
a diagnostic mode that tries to capture the variables and the key interactions and
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then eliminating the major causative components one by one. Also, we have to
envision this work as progressive and steady, informed by the understanding that
it will be a combination of our actions that attains the results and that, furthermore, gains will not necessarily be uniform from year to year; instead, we should
see steady gains year to year and expect some years to be more fruitful than
others. We look for multiyear progress because organizations define the work to
be done in a variety of ways, and one characteristic of organizations is stability.
We see stability as a strength instead of a barrier, because once we alter the patterns of work it is reasonable to expect them to remain in place.

2. The Blame Game Becomes Unnecessary, Because
Everyone Is Part of the Problem and Part of the Solution
Another key feature of conceptualizing the achievement gap in the manner described is that because everyone is part of the problem, everyone is
then part of the solution. Also, because everyone is part of the problem, it
makes no sense to engage in finger pointing or second-guessing. It just is not
productive, and it clearly doesn’t help. The idea should be to fix the problem
and not fix the blame.

3. It Shifts the Focus From Fads to Foundational Issues
Once the achievement gap problem is seen as a matter of redefining the work
and the work structures within school systems (see Snipes, Doolittle, & Herlihy,
2002), unproductive ways of defining and attacking the problem can be avoided.
There are no quick fixes to shifting the definition of work and altering work
structures and patterns in schools, so one can avoid spending time buying new
technologies, new textbooks, programs that substitute for an effective curriculum, funding alternative schools, passing laws that up the ante for more rewards
or punishments on the basis of test results, and finding new ways to re-fix the
blame for the lack of progress based on who the students are or who their parents
may be. The blame-the-victim game is totally unproductive and unethical, but it
still goes on.

4. A New Sense of Realism and Hope Is Established
Not to be overlooked in framing the achievement gap problem in the manner we have chosen is that by grasping the complex and situated nature of its
source and how to attack it we no longer have to bear the inevitable disappointments over the last promise made for the quick fix we thought might work.
Instead, the problem is laid out in its complex form, we approach it more logically and more realistically, and we have a renewed sense of hope based on that
realism. Our constituents no longer expect miracles and will begin to see that we
are seeking a long-term strategy to remove the gap and that both practice and
research support our choices.
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SUMMARY
The achievement gap has been a long-standing issue in American public education (see Carpenter et al., 2006; Jencks, 1972; Jencks & Phillips, 1998; Ream, 2003).
To date, no programs or approaches have erased it, although some actions in
school systems have shown promise (see Snipes et al., 2002). In this chapter, we
have set forth the basic conceptual frame to conceptualize the multidimensional
nature of the gap issue and help define the means by which educators can begin
to scope out a program of work and change to attack it successfully.

Six Standards for
High-Performing Schools
Creating and Implementing Constancy of Purpose

P

erhaps the best overall guide for discussing the six standards for highperforming schools is W. Edward Deming’s (1986) concept of constancy of purpose. These three words embody the essence of how to create a high-performing
school.
Implicit in Deming’s (1986) idea is that a successful organization requires a
purpose, that is, a clear sense of direction, a unified and strategic focus. In schools,
this purpose must relate to goals and objectives regarding student learning. Such
objectives must be valid, clear, and compelling. They must embody significant
national and international standards. They must be understood by everyone
involved in teaching children and by those monitoring the delivery of the instructional program. In curriculum auditing, the notion of purpose is embedded in the
idea of curriculum design (English & Poston, 1999).
The second part of quality is contained in the word constancy. Constancy comprises staying power under duress. It pertains to consistency in orientation when
one is examining related problems in schools even if that institutional capacity
has undergone change. Implicit in the idea of institutional capacity building is
installing quality control as a part of the infrastructure in which the written,
taught, and tested curricula are connected, integrated, and interactive. It means
when one of these three elements changes or is changed, the others will and
should also change. Constancy involves grounding the day-to-day operations of
schools in teaching, administering, assessment, motivating, linking, modifying,
and working for improved gains. Although it is largely concerned with curriculum delivery, constancy—this “hanging in there” attitude—is established through
curriculum design.
Let’s examine these six critical standards for high-performing schools one
by one.
9
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STANDARD ONE: ESTABLISH A
WELL-CRAFTED, FOCUSED, VALID, AND
CLEAR CURRICULUM TO DIRECT TEACHING
Curriculum is the fundamental work plan for what goes on in schools. It not only
embodies organizational philosophy, but it also incorporates the legal and operational requirements within which schools function. In the past, curriculum has meant
just about anything that could be conceived within schools. It not only represented
aspirations and lofty social goals, but it also embodied challenging the social order
with objectives that were radically opposed to the existing class structure.
Although curriculum may be regarded as incorporating revolutionary content
and the intellectual agenda of either the political left or right, in the model of highperforming schools it is primarily focused on attaining the goals and objectives
explicit and implicit in the program of testing and assessment. This is not a politically naive decision on the part of curriculum workers. Instead, if schools do not
demonstrate their capacity to attain even a modest range of general mainstream
purposes, the trend is already unmistakably clear. Such low-performing schools
are dealt with harshly and punitively, perhaps even put out of business by a kind
of fiduciary slow death, or even abolished in the name of academic bankruptcy.
In addition to valid and clear curriculum content, the curriculum of the highperforming school has to be modest, not grandiose. Achieving constancy of purpose requires that teachers and administrators have a reasonable number of goals
and objectives to attain. Such goals and objectives should be capable of being
achieved and not overwhelming. The easiest way to accomplish this is to limit the
goals and objectives to be pursued, at least initially, to those tested.
This tenet usually brings howls and protests not only from teachers who fear
a loss of control over curriculum content, but also from curriculum developers
who understand that tests are just samples of the whole curriculum, as well as
from assessment directors who also understand the limitations of the types of
learning their tests embody. We find these arguments ill conceived, even illogical.
If it is performance as defined by any test that results in the imposition of sanctions or rewards, then the content embodied in the measuring tool should trigger
those same positive and/or negative responses. Informing teachers and administrators that they should not be too concerned, or that they should dump other
things in the curriculum to spend time solely or exclusively on the tested curriculum, is to confess the following:
• that the test is not all that important and may not be assessing the most
important learning that could be taught (why, then, is it attached to rewards
and/or sanctions?); and/or
• that the attainment of high performance by any group on any test requires
a concentration of resources and less attention to that which will not result
in success. Failing to emphasize actions that lead to a concentration of
resources on priority targets undermines organizational effectiveness and
detracts from the capacity of the school to improve student achievement.
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Finally, we note that the current popular notion of assessment-driven instruction is a clear message that teaching should be and must be connected to tests in
use. Reformers see tests being used as the device to ratchet up learning.
It should be clear that, at least for curriculum development, the concept of
high performance is reductionistic; that is, because performance is defined and
bordered, it both promotes concentration of resources and discourages resources
from being expended on content not included within the boundaries of performance. Teachers and administrators who fail to grasp the clear implication of
becoming a high-performance school usually do not understand the meaning of
constancy. Not everything has the same priority in a high-performance school;
some things are much more important than others. The final arbiter of the matter
of importance is the tested curriculum.
Another aspect of constancy within this standard is that curriculum should
be easy to use, or “user friendly.” High-performing schools have teachers and
administrators who are not afraid to try different formats for curriculum materials. They understand that connecting the written, taught, and tested curricula can
take a variety of forms as long as the essential connectivity and clarity are not
compromised. They are also not fooled into thinking that superficial uniformity or
standardization is not an important matter and will not promote constancy if it is
not functional. There are differences in the ways various curricular content areas
are conceptualized and set into a work plan. Essential skills tend to require a different shaping than essential content. There will be differences between elementary and secondary curriculum guides.

STANDARD TWO: PROVIDE ASSESSMENTS
ALIGNED WITH THE CURRICULUM
Curriculum provides focus and connectivity from the work of classroom teachers
and how that effort fits into an overall structure of defined performance. All
of this can take place in the absence of specific assessment strategies or tools.
However, with the advent of high-stakes testing that essentially defines the
nature of performance itself, curriculum development must include alignment
with the tests in use. This ensures that the energy of teachers and administrators
will result in improved student performance on the instrument that has defined
the nature of improvement and that will also become the triggering device for
rewards and sanctions.
Alignment means not only matching tested content to curriculum content
but also engaging in deep parallelism, which ensures congruence between the tested
and written curriculum. We have learned that since alignment has become popularized, nearly every school or district claims that it is aligned. A close inspection,
however, demonstrates that the matching that has occurred is often superficial.
“Drill and kill” worksheets have proliferated in schools located in states where
high-stakes tests are in use. Such responses will not result in sustained student
gains and will also produce classrooms of incredible boredom and mindlessness.
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Learning in such places has been tragically dumbed down. Responses to high-stakes
testing in the superficial vein amounts to lobotomizing teachers and students.
Schools and the curriculum have been debased.
Engaging in deep alignment results in instruction that extends far beyond the
test. It means that teachers anticipate the directions in which the test may be moving. It also means that teachers focus on the underlying principles and processes
involved in truly comprehending and mastering the multiple learnings that are a
part of every single test item included on any given test. In short, the practice of
deep alignment is teaching to the test that is not yet created, and although it begins
with current assessment it runs far more broadly and deeply than with just
the tests in use. It is necessary to understand current test logic, protocols, norms,
objectives, format, item construction, content domain sampling, weighting and
frequency of questions within the test, and overall content coverage, but even this
is clearly not enough. This is where high-performing schools start, but it is not
where they end. High-performing schools are in an anticipatory mode as it pertains
to any test in use. Schools that are not high performing are in a reactionary mode.
They are playing constant catch-up; they are always behind the curve.

STANDARD THREE: ALIGN PROGRAM
AND INSTRUCTIONAL RESOURCES
WITH THE CURRICULUM AND PROVIDE
STUDENT EQUALITY AND EQUITY
The major resource in schools is teacher quality time with students. We define
teacher quality time as teaching students to be creatively responsive in a deeply
aligned curriculum with plenty of opportunities for pedagogical parallelism from
the classroom to beyond the tests in use.
In addition, the resources of the school and district must be prioritized to
similarly reflect a commitment to improving tested learning, and they must be
adjusted so that more resources are diverted to students and programs with
greater educational needs than others. School system formulae that level
resources to ratios are not effective. They undermine the concept of constancy by
shortchanging some children and overspending on others. The idea of economy of
scale is relative to the needs of the children being considered. What is economical
is not a simple arithmetic calculation; it is, rather, needs centered. The idea of
adjusting resources to identified needs is that of equity.

STANDARD FOUR: USE A MASTERY LEARNING
APPROACH AND EFFECTIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES
Mastery learning includes the idea of linking the written and tested curricula with
the taught curriculum. It also means that individual learning plans are developed
for students who are underachieving. Mastery learning includes instruction at the
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right level of difficulty for a student. This means that diagnostic assessments are
given regularly to ascertain where a student is in his or her learning.
Moreover, there are many well-researched, effective teaching practices that,
when used, increase the likelihood of student achievement. It is our expectation
that teachers are cognizant of these techniques and use them routinely.

STANDARD FIVE: ESTABLISH
CURRICULUM EXPECTATIONS,
MONITORING, AND ACCOUNTABILITY
This standard relates to the expression of high curriculum standards by administrators but also includes administrative competence in actually monitoring curriculum design and delivery in school classrooms. It means that the principal feels
comfortable in working with teachers to disaggregate test data and then use those
data to make classroom decisions. Furthermore, it means that district-level officers
recognize that their main mission is higher student achievement and that they
must also monitor to see whether the curriculum is being implemented. Their role
in the supervision of principals is essential.

STANDARD SIX: INSTITUTE EFFECTIVE DISTRICT
AND SCHOOL PLANNING, STAFF DEVELOPMENT,
AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION, AND PROVIDE
A QUALITY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
School planning is essential to establish the means for specifying purpose and
relating the structure required to attain constancy. Planning must include multiyear goals and determine the requisite change strategies to be employed. On the
other hand, plans must retain flexibility and adaptability so that the planning
process does not promote organizational rigor mortis.
Staff development must be related to the goals contained within school plans.
Staff development is not an end unto itself; instead, it is a means toward enhancing the human element required to attain organizational ends. As staff become
more proficient, the school becomes increasingly capable of improving its performance levels.
The school budget is configured by how it is related to curricular priorities. It
promotes equity, and it supports learning priorities that are established on the
basis of need.
Personnel in the school are qualified and motivated. Marginal teachers are
brought up to satisfactory standards or encouraged to leave. Crime is minimal,
and fear is not present. School facilities are adequate, clean, and safe, and they
promote a wide variety of learning and teaching variations in shaping and reshaping an instructional program.
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Many school staff members across the United States are floundering in trying
to achieve high student success based on student achievement measures.
Tremendous amounts of money are spent every year purchasing program after
program in an attempt to raise test scores. Many of these efforts prove to be fruitless. Staff members are becoming discouraged and frustrated as they put energy
into these programs to no avail. It is time for us to focus our efforts on powerful
strategies that research has proven will make a difference.
That is what this book is about. Review the six standards and 50 strategies presented in this book in a diagnostic way, with a view to determining your district’s
and/or school’s present status. At the end of each strategy is a space for you to
record your analysis, either for private speculation or for use as a collaborative
tool with colleagues or other stakeholders. This book is ultimately meant to serve
as both a yardstick and a game plan to assist schools in achieving the highest level
of performance possible.

